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Scotland 1981-83
KenCrocket

The crucial part played by developments in ice-axe technology in furthering the
standards of Scottish winter climbing is generally recognised. I must, therefore,
preface this review ofevents over the last two years by reminding readers ofone of
the more successful recent developments.

Picture the scene in the workshop of the renowned French manufacturer,
Simond. The owner, Madame Simond, has decided to revamp the ice-axe line. A
new axe is drawn up, not so radically different perhaps from many others. The
head is shaped, delivered to the workshop, and given to a worker for notches to be
cu t under the pick. The name of this so far unsung hero should be em blazoned by
laser on the hardest adamant. Perhaps he had a headache from the previous
evening, maybe he was interrupted at the crucial moment- we may never know.
For he cut the notches Oil the wrong side !if the pick. To Simond's great credit this accident
was not consigned to the melting pot, but was retained, fixed upside-down to a
shaft and tried out, to great success as we all know. The banana pick had arrived.

While the banana pick will not be the last word in ice-tools, its holding powers
are formidable. Indeed they are too good, as the pick ifoverdriven is difficult to

remove. File the first several notches half-way down and do not overdrive unless
gripped.

Winter 81/82: The freak (for this country) cold of this season produced a crop of
fun routes of low altitude which are otherwise rarely available. Most of these
climbed burns and frozen waterfalls near roads or centres of population. Typical
examples were 'Helter Skelter' (IV) by Duncan McCallum and friends. This
followed a gully leaving the Achnasheen-Kinlochewe road. Further south and
also on Boxing Day lan Duckworth et at climbed the frozen 'Gargunnock
Waterfall' (IV), while up the Auch Glen orrie Muir began prospecting with
'jimmy Dewar's Ice Fall' (IV).

The increaing interest being shown in winter climbing on the fair isle ofArran
was indicated by the three solo ascents in December at Grade II I by Graham
Little. Two were on the NE face ofCir Mhor, the third on A'Chir. Many of the
faces and all of the Arran gullies are wet and vegetatious, requiring only a good
freeze for action.

Increased mobility in the far north, particularly by the hyperactive Andrew
Nisbet from Aberdeen saw further explorations on Coire Mhic Fhearchair of
Beinn Eighe with 'East Central Wall' (IV).

Ben Nevis had a very poor season with few new routes of note. Dave
Cuthbertson's 'Stormy Petrel' (V) climbs the large open corner right of'Albatross'
on Psychedelic Wall and reportedly gave a fine climb, while the peripatetic

isbet climbed the right bounding arete ofGreen Gully to give 'Venus' (IV).
In Glencoe interest continued to focus on Stob Coire nan Lochan, with an

Edinburgh ascent ofCentral Buttress by Rab Anderson and Murray Hamilton:
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'East Face Route' (V) climbs the obvious and very steep corner systems over
looking SC Gully. Down Glen Etive, a cold spell in January '82 allowed Nisbet
and Allan to climb the Left Branch of the 'Dalness Chasm', avoiding the barrier
pitch which was bare of ice. The Left Branch has now had all its pitches climbed
at some time, but awaits exceptional conditions to allow a complete ascent. The
following day, Cuthbertson and Euen McArthur followed the 'Central Branch',
also a Grade V, taking 12 hours and finishing in the dark.

But, as usual, conditions in the Cairngorms seem to have been more reliable, or
perhaps the extra amount of useful frozen vegetation makes all the difference.
Nisbet & Co. were again active, and on Cairn Etchachan produced 'Python' (V),
'Bastille' (IV), and 'Hairpin Loop' \ 1V). In Coire Brochain of Braeriach, Nisbet
found one of the best short routes in the 'Gorms, with 'Ebony Chimney' (V),
while a long walk into Beinn a' Bhuird's Garbh Choire found Nisbet up 'The
Crucible Direct' (V). Nisbet and Allan Fyffe will be the authors of the New
Cairngorm's Climbers' Guide, and it would be hard to think of two more
qualified for such a mammoth task.

Winter 82183: This season lacked the big freeze of the previous one, and in general
was marked by rather patchy conditions. Exploration in the north-west continued
with an ascent by Nisbet of 'Number Three Buttress' (IV) on Sgurr nan Clach
Geala in the Fannichs. Moving down to Coire Mhic Fhearchair on Beinn Eighe,
'The Cool Cleft' (IV) by Nisbet takes the shallow gully right ofEast Central Ribs.
In Applecross, Dinwoodie and friends, including Arthur Paul, sallied forth into
the corries ofBeinn Bhan to produce 'Guttersnipe' (IV) in Coire na Feola, and a
III and a IV in Coire na Poite.

Meanwhile, in the Cairngorms Nisbet had returned to Cairn Etchachan to
climb 'Nom-de-Plume' (V) with Langhome, a steep and strenuous line. A winter
variation to 'Hanging Garden' (IVIV) on Creag an Dubh Loch was forced by
Nisbet and Harper, but perhaps the best find by the same team was 'The Midge'
(V) on Creag Meaghaidh, a fine direct line up the front of Pinnacle Buttress,
joining up with The Fly after Appolyon Ledge. The same day 'The Fly Direct'
was climbed in good style by Fowler and Saunders.

Conditions on Ben Nevis were just as patchy as elsewhere, though there was
much more ice than oflate. The new and old classics were repeated several times,
though not without incident. One unfortunate had a lucky escape on 'Galactic
Hitchhiker' when he fell out ofhis wristloops, leaving the axes firmly embedded.
The axes were recovered later. Minus Two Gully was in superb condition for over
a month and received a string of ascents. 'Kellet's Route' on Gardyloo Buttress
had an eight hour ascent, the icicles on the first pitch giving considerable
difficulty, while elsewhere on the mountain a long looked-at ice 'problem' on Five
Gully Buttress was finally climbed by John Murphy. This tenuous sliver of ice
had been attempted previously by several teams.· The most interesting
mountaineering route on the Ben this season, however, was probably Arthur
Paul's line taking in the direct variations of 'The Long Climb'. Climbed with
Doug Hawthorne at the very end of the season, this fine ascent fulfilled an
ambition of several years, and is a very sustained piece of climbing at Grade V.

Further south, and following the footsteps of Norrie Muir up the Auch Glen,
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McAulay and Sanderson found 'Valkyrie' (IV) and 'Berkshire Hunt' (IV). And
finally, Arran received a visit from Kennedy, MacLeod, Harper and Nisbet, who
in various permutations climbed 'Labyrinth' (V) and 'North East Face Route'
(Il I/ IV), both on Cir Mhor.

The Development of Indicator Wall
On the introduction of front pointing, prevalent predictions were that there
would be a shift in emphasis onto the buttresses. Eyidence indicates that while
there has been an increase in steep face routes, it has been a gradual trend. The
development of Indicator Wall on Ben evis well illustrates the jerky, irregular
pace at which trends in winter mountaineering tend to advance - a result of the
triple reliance upon climbing conditions, equipment and individual endeavour.

With the ascent of 'Stormy Petrel', winter climbing on Indicator Wall can be
said to have come of age. Winter routes here began in 1975, with a fine ascent of
the 'I ndicator Wall' icefall by Gordon Smith and Terry King, graded, perhaps
modestly, at IVIV. An interval of three years then occurred, before a good spell of
hard, hard ice (front points bounced!) in January and February of 1978 saw no
less than four routes. Mick Geddes and Con 'Higgins (the latter now living in the
U .S.) opened the salvo with 'Albatross', V, on 21 January, a line which starts up
the left corner of the central slab before breaking out left to finish up the steep
grooves and chimneys on the upper wall. The following day, Norrie Muir and
Arthur Paul started at the toe of the buttress opposite the left edge of Gardyloo
Buttress, and climbed directly up to give a winter ascent of ' Psychedelic Wall' at
Grade V. Mick Geddes returned on the II February, this time with Alan Rouse,
and after following Gardyloo Gully for 30m, broke out left to produce 'A Shot in
the Dark' at Grade IV. Finally, to complete the 1978 quartet of routes, a week
later on 18 February, Davy Gardner and Arthur Paul climbed a line just right of
and parallel to 'Psychedelic Wall' to give 'Caledonia', V. The starts of these last
two routes were confused and described wrongly in the original record (S.M.C.
Journal, 1980).

Then followed a period of uncertainty, as few climbers were completely aware
of either the quality of climbing or indeed what went where, a situation not
completely unheard of before. Another four years passed, when Dave Cuthbertson
and Rudy Kane broke onto the central slab, moved right under a series of
undercut grooves before finally breaking out higher up on the face. However, that
confusion still existed was shown by the recording, in March 1983, ofa line left of
Stormy Petrel. In fact, this gave a fine Difect Start to Albatross, taking in a
natural gully line perhaps more often in condition than the original start (Chris
Rice and Roger Webb).

With the existence of these routes, on a steep face at high altitude (none higher
in the British Isles, finishing as it does on the summit crown), Ben Nevis has
shown yet again what a rich tapestry of routes it owns, a new weave for every
generation.
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